
With the Zomo Flightcase PM-A9 NSE, we present you with a tailor-made flight case for your Pioneer DJ DJM-A9 DJ

Mixer. This special Night Style Edition (NSE) brings an elegant, dark look and gives your DJ setup an impressive

aura. This advanced equipment flight case combines extreme durability with the highest functionality and excels in any

tour routine.

The robust, black-painted aluminum profiles and extra sturdy ball corners of the Flightcase PM-A9 NSE ensure unparalleled

durability. Additionally, they create an appealing, classy design that stands out in any environment. Another protective factor is the 

high-quality interior padding, which keeps your Pioneer DJ mixer safe from damage, scratches, or other external influences.

The modern, stylish design of the Night Style Edition skillfully showcases your equipment and perfectly complements the overall

concept of the Zomo Flightcase in terms of professionalism and design. The butterfly clasps are not only easy to handle but also

ensure a secure fit of the lid. For additional security, all NSE equipment cases can be locked with an optional padlock.

The Flightcase PM-A9 NSE is made of high-quality laminated 9mm plywood, making it particularly scratch and impact resistant.

This demonstrates that Zomo Flightcases are guaranteed to be tour-ready and effortlessly withstand even the most demanding tour

routines.

A special feature of the Zomo Flightcase PM-A9 NSE is the removable front panel, which allows easy access to the inputs of your DJ

mixer during your performance without having to remove the DJ gear from the case.

With the Zomo Flightcase PM-A9 NSE you have the perfect solution for the safe transport and the professional use of your DJ mixer.
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PRODUCT DETAILS

KEY FEATURES

Provides secure protection against shocks, scratches, or external damages

High-quality construction and craftsmanship for the highest standards

Extra sturdy design

Modern design

Sturdily constructed interior padding

Convenient ball corners provide optimal shock protection

Quick-lock butterfly latches

Integrated handles

Removable lid

SPECIFICATIONS

Exterior material 9mm plywood

Color Black (NSE)

Compatible devices 1x Pioneer DJ DJM-A9
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